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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed growing concerns over de-
mographic biases in image-centric applications, including
image search engines and generative systems. While the ad-
vent of generative AI offers a pathway to mitigate these bi-
ases by producing underrepresented images, existing solu-
tions still fail to precisely generate images that reflect spec-
ified demographic distributions. In this paper, we propose
PreciseDebias, a comprehensive end-to-end framework that
can rectify demographic bias in image generation. By lever-
aging fine-tuned Large Language Models (LLMs) coupled
with text-to-image generative models, PreciseDebias trans-
forms generic text prompts to produce images in line with
specified demographic distributions. The core component
of PreciseDebias is our novel instruction-following LLM,
meticulously designed with an emphasis on model bias as-
sessment and balanced model training. Extensive exper-
iments demonstrate the effectiveness of PreciseDebias in
rectifying biases pertaining to both ethnicity and gender
in images. Furthermore, when compared with two base-
lines, PreciseDebias illustrates its robustness and capabil-
ity to capture demographic intricacies. The generaliza-
tion of PreciseDebias is further illuminated by the diverse
images it produces across multiple professions and demo-
graphic attributes. To ensure reproducibility, we will make
PreciseDebias openly accessible to the broader research
community by releasing all models and code.

1. Introduction
Images, a ubiquitous medium capturing visual narra-

tives, profoundly shape human perception, beliefs, and
decision-making processes. Ensuring the demographic im-
partiality of these images is crucial for both stakeholders
and image-driven applications. Take, for instance, the po-
tential perpetuation of stereotypes in image search results,
which can inadvertently reinforce societal biases. Imagine
a young girl searching for “CEO” on an image platform.
If the top results predominantly showcase male CEOs, she
might be mistakenly led to believe that the CEO role is ex-

clusive to men. Such a lack of diverse representation not
only threatens the fairness of image search outcomes but
also casts doubt on their accuracy [5].

Beyond image search engines, machine learning models
have consistently encountered challenges with demographic
biases in images. Typically, these biases stem from the na-
ture of their training datasets and the training methodologies
utilized. A recent study by Cornell Data Science Team [25]
highlighted these challenges in the context of the text-to-
image model, DALL-E [19]. When the prompt “A photo of
a doctor” was input into DALL-E, it was found to reinforce
gender representation biases. Specifically, a male-to-female
ratio of 2.35 was produced, diverging from the real-world
ratio of 1.78. Further exploration with other gender-neutral
prompts unveiled similar biases across various scenarios in
text-to-image generation models [3, 14].

To resolve the statistical image demographic biases in
image search and generation models, many approaches have
been proposed. One prevalent approach involves the use
of re-ranking algorithms, such as those detailed in [5, 31].
These algorithms enhance representation by prioritizing im-
ages of underrepresented groups in search results. How-
ever, while they can rearrange, they cannot inherently in-
crease the diversity of the images, as they do not intro-
duce new underrepresented images. Cornell Data Science
Team [25] took a different approach by tweaking the in-
put prompts with explicit gender specifications. Conse-
quently, the model’s output mirrored the specified gender.
This method aligns with prior studies on prompt engineer-
ing for text-to-image models, suggesting that the integra-
tion of certain “modifiers” can steer the characteristics of
the generated image [15].

Specifically, prompt engineering has been widely
adopted to refine demographic nuances in generic prompts,
facilitating the generation of images sensitive to demo-
graphic distinctions. As depicted in Figure 1, a generic
prompt such as “A nurse wearing a blue smock is offering
words of encouragement to a patient in an ICU” tends to
generate images featuring a nurse of White ethnicity within
an ICU setting. However, when the term nurse is refined
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Figure 1. Images are generated using varied prompts - “A nurse wearing a blue smock is offering words of encouragement to a patient in
an ICU,” where the term nurse can be further specified by ethnicity, including Hispanic nurse, Black nurse, Asian nurse, or White nurse, to
guide the representation of ethnicity in the generated image.

with specific ethnic descriptors like Hispanic, Black, Asian,
or White, the resulting images align with the intended eth-
nic representation. This observation underscores the pivotal
role of refining prompts to mitigate demographic biases in
image generation.

There exist many methods to enhance demographic char-
acteristics in prompts, such as by substituting nurse with
specific ethnic terms. A straightforward technique is us-
ing rule-based regular expressions to identify and replace a
given subject (like nurse) with augmented variations (e.g.,
Hispanic nurse). However, this approach is limited to
matching a predefined set of subjects. Furthermore, due to
the intricate nature and nuances of ethnic descriptors, the
rule-based system may erroneously detect ethnic subjects
in the original prompts. For instance, integrating terms like
white or black for ethnicity could lead to misconceptions
about the presence of ethnic details in a prompt, consider-
ing these terms have different implications. One might sug-
gest using Named Entity Recognition (NER) to pinpoint po-
tential subjects of interest in a sentence, leveraging Python
libraries such as SpaCy [8]. However, even the most pro-
ficient NER models have limitations, with top-performing
models reaching only about ninety percent accuracy [16].

For these reasons, it is worth leveraging a pre-trained
large language model (LLM) to fine-tune original prompts
to augment their demographic specificity. The LLM pos-
sesses the ability to understand the context of word usage
and assess whether a given sentence is statistically probable,
given its comprehensive pre-training and advanced atten-
tion mechanisms as outlined by [28]. Consequently, LLMs
can produce more precise and contextually natural prompts
with demographic nuances compared to approaches reliant
on rules or NER.

In this paper, we carefully fine-tune open-source LLMs
to transform generic prompts devoid of demographic
specifics into those that are demographically informed.
More importantly, we propose a mechanism, titled Pre-
ciseDebias, that autonomously refines the prompt without
the need for human intervention, ensuring it aligns seam-
lessly with the desired demographic feature distributions to

match the intended target distributions accurately. The Pre-
ciseDebias framework aims to address the inherent statis-
tical bias in a frozen machine learning model with a tex-
tual interface, harnessing the linguistic comprehension of
both the frozen model and the LLM. By training the LLM,
we enable it to adapt the original prompt to reflect particu-
lar demographic groups at expected probability rates, guid-
ing the inherently biased image generation model towards
more statistically representative demographic outputs. Fig-
ure 2 showcases an example of how fine-tuned LLMs work
in conjunction with text-to-image models. Upon specifying
a general prompt and the desired demographic ratio, these
refined LLMs are capable of crafting demographic-specific
prompts that follow the expected distributions. Subse-
quently, these enhanced prompts can be employed to pro-
duce the desired images.

We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:

• We propose PreciseDebias, a novel end-to-end frame-
work designed to transform generic prompts into
demographic-tailored ones, ensuring the creation of
images that follow desired demographic distributions.

• Our approach consists of novel algorithms that seam-
lessly integrate prompt engineering, model bias assess-
ment, and balanced model training to enhance the ca-
pabilities of demographic-wise LLMs.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness,
robustness, and generalization of the proposed Pre-
ciseDebias in rectifying demographic biases in prompt
and image generation.

• To ensure reproducibility, we will release all associ-
ated models and training methodology codes upon the
acceptance of this paper.

2. Related Work
This section briefly reviews the existing works in gen-

eral bias mitigation, text-to-image model bias, and prompt
engineering specific to Large Language Models (LLMs).
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Figure 2. Inference workflow of the PreciseDebias framework. Given a generic prompt and specific demographic distributions, the
PreciseDebias framework generates corresponding prompts and images that adhere to the desired ratios. A key component of this process
is the fine-tuning of the involved Large Language Models (LLMs). Detailed insights into this mechanism can be found in the Section
Methodology.

General Bias Mitigation. Bias mitigation has been an
ongoing effort for decades now. The companies with the
most funding and revenue have the highest impact on soci-
ety and popular culture, yet even they struggle to overcome
bias in their output [5]. Bias mitigation techniques, based
on the stage of application, can be broadly categorized into:
pre-processing, in-processing, and post-processing. Pre-
processing methods, such as [10,12,17,18,30,33], focused
on diversifying and augmenting the training data to reduce
biases. In-processing methods, such as [2,21,32] introduced
fairness-aware penalties into the model training process to
mitigate inherent biases. Post-processing methods adjusted
and refined the model’s post-training predictions, aiming to
reduce biases. Relevant studies, including [5,11,13], modi-
fied or fine-tuned predictions based on specific fairness cri-
teria after the model has been trained. The method pro-
posed in this paper is classified within the post-processing
category. Unlike traditional approaches which may di-
minish model performance due to repetitive input reten-
tion [22], our strategy generates fresh, high-quality data di-
rectly, thereby circumventing this issue.

Text-to-Image Model Bias. Text-to-Image models, like
DALL-E [19] and diffusion models [23] have had exponen-
tial growth over the last few years [20]. However, implicit
biases present within their training datasets have been ob-
served to influence model outputs. The study [3] demon-
strated that inherent biases in text-to-image models, such
as Stable Diffusion [20], can sometimes surpass the biases
present in their training data. Bias in text-to-image mod-
els has been bench-marked by determining the diversity of
output when given an ambiguous prompt. For example,
a recent study [1] discovered that by embedding specific
clues within a prompt to indicate an expectation of diver-
sity, the model was more likely to yield a varied range of
results. They also showed an effective method of evaluating
the bias of one particular gender or ethnicity over another
which is similar to our method. However, they regarded bias
as any deviation from representing all ethnicities equally
which is not a practically feasible goal when training given

the wide range of human ethnicities worldwide. In contrast,
our method focuses on specific ethnicities pertinent to a par-
ticular and practical use case, training the model to achieve
diversity based on the specific needs and statistics desired
by the developer.

Instruction-Following LLMs and Prompt Expansion.
Recent studies have demonstrated the potential of large
language models (LLMs) in proficiently following instruc-
tions [29]. Stanford’s Alpaca project [24] exemplifies this
capability through its LLaMA model [26]. This fine-tuned
model can follow straightforward instructions, a feature we
leverage by prompting the model to augment the original
text. However, it is noteworthy that simply prompting the
model to include ethnicities in responses can inadvertently
lead to the over-representation of certain groups and a con-
tinuation of statistical bias in the opposite direction [6].
Prior research has also explored expanding text-to-image
prompts [7] using LLMs. They used a reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm to maximize aesthetic appeal while maintain-
ing prompt cohesion. Although this methodology provided
foundational insights for our initial fine-tuning and evalua-
tion approach, their specific optimization technique and loss
function did not align with our objectives. In addition, their
fine training method, consisting of several machine learning
models working in tandem, was too resource intensive for
our purposes.

3. Methodology
In this section, we begin by providing an overview of

PreciseDebias, followed by a detailed discussion of its inte-
gral components.

3.1. PreciseDebias Overview

PreciseDebias is mainly composed of two core com-
ponents: fine-tuned Large Language Models (LLMs) and
frozen text-to-image models, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
fine-tuned LLMs have the capability to transform generic
prompts, combined with specified demographic distribu-



tions, into augmented prompts that accurately mirror the
anticipated demographic ratios. The term “frozen text-to-
image model” indicates its adaptability. Essentially, it can
be any model that takes a text input and generates corre-
sponding images. In the following subsections, we delve
into the intricate designs of both these components.

3.2. Fine-tuning Large Language Models

We first briefly introduce the notations of involved sub-
jects, e.g., generic prompts, demographic characteristics,
and LLMs. Then we present the details about bias mea-
surement, model training, and model validation.

3.2.1 Preliminaries

Let i denote a user-provided input to the LLM (i.e., a
generic prompt), and let c represent the demographic char-
acteristic intended to be augmented by the fine-tuned LLM,
denoted as M . We express the set of all generic input
prompts and the set of all demographic characteristics as
I and C, respectively. Given any i ∈ I , our objective is
to integrate each c ∈ C into the final demographic-specific
output of LLM M . Consequently, we aim to produce an
output prompt set O, which encompasses all possible com-
binations of elements drawn from sets I and C.

O = {Oi
c | i ∈ I, c ∈ C} (1)

where Oi
c represents the demographic-aware output prompt

created by enhancing the generic prompt i with the demo-
graphic characteristic c.

For each demographic characteristic c ∈ C, there is a
corresponding expected ratio associated with any output of
LLM M that incorporates c. We refer to these expected
ratios as the ground truth and represent them by the set G =
{Gc | c ∈ C}, where Gc denotes the expected ratio for the
demographic characteristic c. It is important to note that, in
certain contexts, the subject of a sentence may identify with
multiple demographic characteristics, such as in the case of
ethnicity. Consequently, the sum of the percentages for each
characteristic may exceed 100%1.

LLMs typically require pairs of prompts and their as-
sociated outputs to construct a training dataset for model
fine-tuning. Let the dataset D represent the collection of
all tuples consisting of a generic prompt i ∈ I and its cor-
responding expected output Oi

c ∈ O. Consequently, the
dataset D can be formulated as follows:

D = {(i, Oi
c) | i ∈ I, c ∈ C} (2)

1NOTE: Estimates for the above race groups (White, Black or African
American, and Asian) do not sum to totals because data are not presented
for all races. Persons whose ethnicity is identified as Hispanic or Latino
may be of any race. - U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Let us consider a function F that fine-tunes a pre-trained
LLM M based on the dataset D and a set of parameter con-
figurations S. This results in an improved version of the
model, denoted as M ′, capable of generating augmented
prompts that adhere to the ground truth demographic distri-
butions G for each demographic characteristic c ∈ C.

F(M,D,G,C, S)→M ′ (3)

To further clarify the above notations, we explain them
using the example depicted in Figure 2. We present just one
generic input, namely i, which is: “A nurse wearing a blue
smock is offering words of encouragement to a patient in
an ICU.” However, PreciseDebias can simultaneously tune
a set of generic prompts. The demographic characteristics
featured in Figure 2 can be expressed as C = {Black, His-
panic, Asian, White}. When c is specified as Black, the
resulting prompt Oi

c becomes: “A Black nurse wearing a
blue smock is offering words of encouragement to a patient
in an ICU,” and the corresponding expected ratio Gc is set
at 12.6%.

3.2.2 Training Data Generation

With the popularity of GPT-3 API [4], synthetic data has
become an increasingly common method of training mod-
els [24]. In this paper, we employ instruction-following
LLMs to produce the training dataset D, as defined in Equa-
tion 2. First, we adopt a few-shot approach [4] to prompt
GPT-3 to create additional prompts that incorporate specific
demographic characteristics. We will illustrate this process
using ethnicity as an example of how to craft instructions to
guide the LLMs. Specifically, by providing GPT-3 with a
few hand-crafted prompts (typically five to ten), we design
the following instructions to generate more prompts that in-
tegrate ethnicity information for a text-to-image model.

Write a few prompts for a text-to-image model that
describes a person in a specific occupation. Try to in-
clude these ideas in the prompts: diversity, specificity,
imagination, detail, and emotion. Use language that
paints a picture and describes a story. Always include
the ethnicity of the person in the prompt.

The next step is to obtain the generic prompts by obscur-
ing the ethnicity information in the prompts generated by
GPT-3. Specifically, we compile a list of all words related
to ethnicity from our dataset and used regular expressions to
remove them. Finally, to create generic and demographic-
specific prompt pairs, we utilize the Alpaca instruction tem-
plate [24] to rewrite and enrich the generic prompt with eth-
nicity information. Below, we provide an example of the
Instruction, Input, and Response formats used in Alpaca.

https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat11.htm


Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired
with an input that provides further context. Write a re-
sponse that appropriately completes the request.
Instruction: Expand this text-to-image prompt to in-
clude a specific ethnicity for the subject.
Input: A female nurse is caring for a premature baby
in an incubator in the neonatal unit.
Response: A female Hispanic nurse is caring for a
premature baby in an incubator in the neonatal unit.

3.2.3 Model Bias Measurement

As the aim of PreciseDebias is to mitigate biases in a pre-
cise manner, it is critical to measure the bias present in the
outputs generated by LLM M . To this end, we utilize the
notation E = {Ei | i ∈ I} to represent the set of outputs
generated by an LLM M in response to a generic prompt set
I . Here, each Ei corresponds to a collection of n outputs
generated for a particular prompt i ∈ I .

Ei = {Ej
i | j ∈ [1, n], i ∈ I} (4)

where Ej
i represents the j-th generation corresponding to

input i. Each generated output Ej
i is assumed to contain a

member of the demographic characteristic set C. Let Ac de-
note the total number of appearances of demographic char-
acteristic c ∈ C across all outputs in E.

Ac =
∑
i∈I

n∑
j=1

{
1 if Ej

i contains c
0 otherwise

(5)

Once the model has been fine-tuned, its bias can be as-
sessed in comparison to the ground truth set G. Therefore,
the probability of the demographic characteristic c appear-
ing in response to a given input i can be calculated as the
ratio of Ac to the total number of generations, |E|.

P (c|M) =
Ac

|E|
(6)

Then we can calculate the statistical bias ∆c for a given
demographic characteristic c by taking the difference be-
tween the ground truth probability Gc and the measured
model probability P (c|M).

∆ = {Gc − P (c|M) | c ∈ C} (7)

where Oi
c represents the demographic-aware output

prompt created by enhancing the generic prompt i with the
demographic characteristic c.

The entire procedure of measuring the bias ∆ for the
generated outputs of LLM M is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Note that we discard all negative ∆c values because, given
our training method, we may only train M toward a goal
and not away from it. Furthermore, we can logically infer
that if the probability of a certain outcome increases, the
probabilities of other outcomes must necessarily decrease.

Algorithm 1 Bias Measure(M, I,G,C, n)

1: E ← Ø ▷ Initialize E, the output of model M
2: for i in I do ▷ Generate n outputs for each prompt i
3: for j ∈ [1, n] do
4: Ej

i ← Generate output from M using i as input
5: end for
6: end for
7: A← Ø ▷ Initialize A, the appearing count of c in E
8: for each c ∈ C do ▷ Calculate the appear. count of c
9: Calculate Ac using Equation 5

10: end for
11: ∆← Ø ▷ Initialize ∆ for all c ∈ C
12: for c in C do
13: bias← Gc − Ac

|E| ▷ Calculate bias using Equation 7
14: if bias > 0 then ▷ Only keep the positive bias
15: ∆c ← bias
16: end if
17: end for
18: return ∆

3.2.4 Proportional Model Training

Based on the output bias ∆ of the LLM model M , we
can further fine-tune M by employing proportional learning
rates tailored to modulate the learning speed across differ-
ent demographic characteristics. Let R represent the set of
learning rates, with each individual rate Rc corresponding
to a positive adjustment factor ∆c for every member of the
demographic set C. To calculate each Rc, we start with a
constant learning rate r, multiply it by the associated bias
∆c for a specific demographic characteristic c, and then di-
vide the result by the total number of items in the generic
prompt set I .

R = {r ∗∆c

|I|
| ∆c > 0} (8)

where |I| is the size of the generic prompt set I and r is the
constant learning rate.

To refine the model M , we generate a new dataset for
each element within the set R. Specifically, each newly
formed dataset Dc is a subset of the original dataset D, but
is focused exclusively on the demographic characteristic c.

Dc = {(i, Oi
c) | i ∈ I} ⊂ D (9)

Each new dataset is rerun through the fine-tuning pro-
cess to adjust the probability of any output containing some
demographic characteristic. This function of fine-tuning is
denoted as F .

F(M,D,G,C,R) =
∏

c∈C&∆c>0

F(M,Dc, Gc, {c}, Rc)

(10)



where
∏

represents iteration over every member of set C
to produce a updated version of M . Algorithm 2 shows the
detailed fine-tuning procedures.

Algorithm 2 Fine Tune(M, I,D,∆, C, r)

1: for c in C do
2: if ∆c > 0 then
3: Rc ← r ∗∆c/|I| ▷ |I| is the size of input set I
4: M ← F(M,Dc, Gc, {c}, Rc) ▷ Fine-tune M
5: end if
6: end for
7: return M

After fine-tuning the model for all demographic charac-
teristics that exhibited positive bias values, we proceed to
re-evaluate model M using Algorithm 1. If every element
of the resulting bias ∆ falls below a pre-established thresh-
old t, we will terminate the process. If not, we will reapply
∆ to F and continue to assess the model’s bias iteratively
until it is reduced below the threshold. Finally, we will ob-
tain a model M , which is capable of generating augmented
prompts that adhere to the ground truth demographic distri-
butions G for each demographic characteristic c ∈ C. The
entire procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Precise Debias(M, I,G,C, n, r, t)

1: loop
2: ∆← Bias Measure(M, I,G,C, n) ▷ Alg. 1
3: pass← True
4: for ∆c in ∆ do
5: if ∆c > t then
6: pass← False ▷ Ensure all ∆c values are < t
7: end if
8: end for
9: if pass = True then ▷ M is done

10: return M
11: end if
12: M ← Fine Tune(M, I,D,∆, C, r) ▷ Alg. 2
13: end loop

3.3. Frozen Text-to-Image Models

The output of fine-tuned LLM M will serve as the input
prompt for the text-to-image models to generate images. As
a downstream component within PreciseDebias framework,
the text-to-image model is designed to be a plug-and-play
component. Consequently, we can employ various text-to-
image models, such as Stable Diffusion [20] and DALL-
E [19], to convert text into images. In this paper, we have
chosen to utilize Stable Diffusion for the task of transform-
ing text into images. However, as we have discussed above,
PreciseDebias is highly adaptable, capable of accommodat-

ing a wide range of alternatives that offer a text-based inter-
face for image generation.

4. Evaluation and Experimental Results

In this section, we present the experimental settings and
results to validate the effectiveness of PreciseDebias .

4.1. Experiment Settings

We select LLaMA-7B [26] as the pre-trained LLM
model to create the unbiased prompts, and the Stable Dif-
fusion [20] to generate images according to the unbiased
prompts. But PreciseDebias is flexible enough to incor-
porate other LLMs like LLaMA 2 [27] and text-to-image
models like Midjourney2. To fine-tune LLaMA-7B more
efficiently, we utilize the Low-Rank Adapter (LoRa) [9]
to reduce the required training memory on four V100
32GB GPUs. Specifically, we train the LoRa adapter over
the dataset containing 560 prompts generated by the ap-
proaches proposed in Subsection 3.2.2. Detailed source
code will be available on GitHub [Github link placeholder].

4.2. Model Validation

In order to validate our proposed PreciseDebias method,
we utilize Stable Diffusion [20] for local text-to-image gen-
eration. For every generic prompt given, we generate 45
images utilizing Stable Diffusion, yielding five images per
run over nine runs. Considering that demographic charac-
teristics like ethnicity can be challenging to identify [5],
we manually detect demographic attributes present in the
synthesized images. To evaluate the likelihood of each de-
mographic characteristic’s occurrence, we aggregate the in-
stances of each demographic feature from all generated im-
ages and then divide by the total number of human-centric
images. On completion of our validation dataset analysis,
we obtain an assessment of the statistical biases present in
the combined system of the trained language model and the
frozen text-to-image model.

4.3. Experimental Results

We first summarize the debiasing performance of Pre-
ciseDebias, and then compare it with several baselines.

4.3.1 Debiasing Performance

The hyperparameter constant learning rate r plays a pivotal
role in PreciseDebias . We initiate our study by examining
the influence of r on the debiasing performance. A large
learning rate usually results in faster training but may also
increase the risk of convergence to a local maximum for a
particular demographic characteristic. On the other hand, a

2https://www.midjourney.com/
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Figure 3. (a) Average debiasing performance across all ethnicities and genders for different learning rates. (b) Debiasing performance of
each ethnicity over every iteration. (c) Debiasing performance of each gender over every iteration. All y-axis values in the above figures
represent the percentage difference between the demographic ratio of generated images and the ground truth.

White Black Asian Hispanic Overall

# of images 2974 595 280 638 4487
# of successes 2920 590 280 590 4380
# of fails 54 5 0 48 108
Success rate 98.2% 99.2% 100% 91.9% 97.6%

Table 1. Success rate of image generation corresponding to aug-
mented ethnicity prompts.

learning rate that is too low will result in unnecessary com-
putational overhead and longer training time than necessary.
Figure 3a illustrates how varying values of the learning rate
contribute to bias mitigation. Optimal and consistent debi-
asing is observed when r is set to 7e−4. When increasing
r to 1e−3, it results in a less competitive debiasing out-
come during the initial five epochs. In the following exper-
iments, we maintain the learning rate at 7e−4 unless other-
wise specified.

In our study, we evaluate the debiasing performance of
PreciseDebias concerning two demographic characteristics:
ethnicity and gender. Figure 3b illustrates the breakdown
reduction in the percentage difference between the ethnic-
ity ratios of the generated images and the ground truth as
training iterations increase. Similarly, Figure 3c shows how
the discrepancy in gender distributions between the gener-
ated images and the ground truth narrows with an increased
number of training interactions. In our experiments, we set
the number of training iterations as 10 because it achieves
the best performance for most demographic characteristics.

4.3.2 Demographic-specific Prompt Quality

To evaluate the quality of augmented demographic-specific
prompts, we conduct a detailed analysis by determining the
success rates at which the generated images reflect the tar-
geted demographic characteristics. Table 1 reveals an over-
all success rate of 97.6% for generating ethnicity-specific
images using the augmented prompts from PreciseDebias.

Male Female Overall

Number of Images 1404 1462 2866
Number of successes 1400 1460 2860
Number of failures 4 2 6
Success rate 99.8% 99.9% 99.9%

Table 2. Success rate of image generation corresponding to aug-
mented gender prompts.

With the exception of Hispanic, the success rates for all
other ethnicities are above 98%. For characteristics with
fewer distinct features, such as gender, Table 2 indicates
success rates exceeding 99%.

4.3.3 Baseline Comparisons

We compare the performance of PreciseDebias with both
regular expression based and Named Entity Recognition
(NER) based solutions.

Regular expression approaches often lack the adaptabil-
ity to interpret ambiguous demographic terms effectively.
For instance, when confronted with generic prompts that
use color terms such as white and black, these methods often
misinterpret them as racial descriptors rather than simple
color attributes. Consequently, they fail to bring about any
change to the prompt. Consider the illustrative example in
Figure 4. The prompt reads, “A construction worker stands
next to a white truck”. Here, white pertains to the truck’s
color and not racial identity. As illustrated in Figure 4a,
regular expression methods leave the original prompt unal-
tered, mistakenly identifying racial implications. This re-
sults in all generated images portraying a white truck but
with all white construction workers. On the other hand, Pre-
ciseDebias can diversify the racial profiles in generated im-
ages by adeptly augmenting such generic text prompts (see
Figure 4b for more details).

The rule-based prompt augmentation enabled by NER
can also yield unforeseen outcomes. Specifically, NER



(a) Regular expression: all generated images are White

(b) PreciseDebias: Hispanic, Black, Asian, and White

Figure 4. Comparison of the debiasing performance between regu-
lar expression solutions and PreciseDebias regarding “A construc-
tion worker stands next to a white truck.”

methods can identify and extract entities related to individ-
uals, such as names and roles, from raw text. Subsequently,
rule-based approaches may incorrectly assign an ethnicity
to the identified individual, resulting in nonsensical image
generation. As shown in Figure 5, consider the generic
prompt “Jim from accounting sipped coffee next to the copy
machine”. In this case, NER detects Jim as a person-
related entity and generates the unusual prompt “Hispanic
Jim from accounting sipped coffee next to the copy ma-
chine.” Furthermore, it is worth noting that even state-of-
the-art NER models have limitations. Even top-performing
models achieve only around ninety percent accuracy [16],
potentially impacting prompt enhancement performance.

Figure 5. Named entity recognition (NER) falsely converts “Jim
from accounting sipped coffee next to the copy machine.” to “His-
panic Jim from accounting sipped coffee...”

4.3.4 Generalization Across Diverse Professions

The proposed PreciseDebias showcases notable flexibility
and generalization in enhancing demographic representa-
tions across various professions. It can generate images
in line with designated demographic attributes in response
to generic text prompts. In Table 3, we present the capa-
bility of PreciseDebias to diversify demographic portray-
als across five distinct professions, namely chef, firefighter,
doctor, teacher, and artist, spanning four ethnicities. As
shown in the Generic row, absent the demographic-specific
prompts, the default output tends to prioritize certain popu-
lation groups, thereby exacerbating the disparity faced by

underrepresented ethnic groups. The rows labeled His-
panic, Black, Asian, and White provide a glimpse into the
images generated by PreciseDebias for the specified ethnic-
ity. Note that PreciseDebias is also able to create a variety
of demographic-wise images that align with the intended
demographic distributions.

Ethnicity Chef Firefighter Doctor Teacher Artist

Generic

Hispanic

Black

Asian

White

Table 3. Generalization of PreciseDebias across various profes-
sions and ethnicities.

5. Conclusion and Discussion
This paper proposes PreciseDebias to produce

demographic-specific images by converting generic
prompts into demographically-informed ones, adhering
to the desired distribution of demographic characteristics.
To achieve this, we design an innovative prompt-tuning
algorithm, empowering large language models (LLMs)
with enhanced sensitivity to demographic nuances. These
fine-tuned text prompts are then utilized by the frozen text-
to-image model to generate images. Our comprehensive
experiments validate the effectiveness of PreciseDebias in
rectifying biases across various demographic attributes,
including ethnicity and gender. Furthermore, the quality,
robustness, and generalization of the proposed PreciseDe-
bias and the resultant images have been demonstrated.

While we have categorized ethnicity and gender-related
features into a predetermined set of categories in this paper,
it is essential to acknowledge that demographic attributes in
reality encompass a broader and more intricate spectrum.
For instance, gender cannot be merely confined to the bi-
nary distinctions of male and female. Instead, it should be
more inclusive.
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